Visible and near-infrared reflectance (Vis-NIR) techniques are a plausible method to soil analyses. The main objective of the study was to investigate the capacity to predicting soil properties Al, Ca, K, Mg, Na, P, pH, total carbon (TC), H and N, by using different spectral (350-2500 nm) pretreatments and machine learning algorithms such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Random Forest (RF), Partial Least-squares Regression (PLSR) and Cubist (CB). The 300 soil samples were sampled in the upper part of the Itatiaia National Park (INP), located in Southeastern region of Brazil. The 10 Kfold cross validation was used with the models. The best spectral pre-treatment was the Inverse of Reflectance by a Factor of 10 4 (IRF4) for TC with CB, giving an averaged R² among the folds of 0.85, RMSE of 1.96; and 0.67 with 0.041 respectively for H. Into the K-folds models of TC, the highest prediction had a R² of 0.95. These results are relevant for the INP management plan, and also to similar environments. The good correlation with Vis-NIR techniques can be used for remote sense monitoring, especially in areas with very restricted access such as INP.
Introduction
Soils of the tropical regions are dominantly highly weathered and with low organic carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in the upper horizons. However, in the high altitudes of mountain ranges peculiar climate (with low temperature) and endemic vegetation may occur resulting in distinct soil forming processes. geology is formed by alkaline syenites and granite-gneissic rocks [28] . The landscape is mainly formed by high mountains and escarpments with narrow valleys among the rock outcrops.
The INP is the first national park created in Brazil (1937) and it is now a natural conservancy area to preserve the Atlantic Forest biome. Since the eighteenth century, researchers from many countries have been there to study the biodiversity of the mountain complex of Serra da Mantiqueira, where the INP is located. The vegetation profile inside the park changes according to the altitude, from dense forest to sparse, until herbaceous graminoid plants [28] . 
Soil sampling, analysis and preparations
Soil profiles sampling locations were set by using the Conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cHLS) algorithm [29] . Since the area has a restricted access, due to occurrence of endemic species, environmental protection requirements, steeply relief or lack of trails, the cHLS algorithm was set to place sampling locations near the tracks, with a buffer of 100 m from the paths with highest potential to express the variability of the soils in the landscape.
Initially, 80 points were determined, but 6 fell on rock outcrops. During the excursion 10 random samples were added, set according to the experience of the research team, to cover the range of INP soils variability, thus resulting in a total of 84 profiles (as presented in Figure 1 as yellow dots). Among those 84 profiles, 33 were classified as Organossolos according to the Brazilian System of Soil Classification (SiBCS) [30] , which is an equivalent of Histosols [31] . From the horizons or layers of the 84 profiles, there were obtained 300 soil samples (96 are from the organic soils). Part of the samples were prepared and analyzed for the contents of Al, H, Ca, K, Mg, Na, N, P, pH and TC according to [32] , and another part was set for the spectral readings, as described below.
To minimize the moisture influence in the spectral reading, soil samples were dried in an oven under forced air circulation, at a temperature of 45ºC for 48 hours according [6, 24, 33, 34] . Figure 2 presents a summary of these steps. For the spectral readings, soil samples were placed into Petry dish of 9 cm of diameter, and they were read by using an ASD FieldSpec 4® spectrometer which the wavelength range Vis-NIR from 350 to 2500 nm, and the bandwidth of 10 nm. All spectral readings were proceeded in a dark room and in the same day. To avoid light source oscillations and consequently variations between readings, a battery powered no break line was connected to the device. The light source was a 70 Watts halogen bulb lamp, positioned 15º from nadir, by the distance of 70 cm. The optical fiber probe sensor was placed 35 cm from the soil samples with an objective lens of 8º and nadir 0º. To each soil sample, 100 scans were done, rotations of 120º were realized to homogeneous reading. By every 30 minutes or 24 samples reading the optimize and white reference were done according to the equipment manufacturer instructions.
Data handling, spectral pre-treatment, covariates selection
The spectroradiometer data (format file .asd) was converted in a plain text file, then tie to the contents of Al, Ca, H, K, Mg, Na, N, P, pH and TC data from the wet chemistry laboratory analyses. In order to improve the prediction results, two approaches were adopted. The first was pre-treatments in the spectral data such as Continuum Removal (CR) [23] , Savitzky-Golay (SVG) [20] with different settings across the derivative, order polynomial and search window [35] , and Inverse of Reflectance by a Factor of 10 4 (IRF4). The IRF4 was obtained dividing 10,000 for each value of the reflectance spectrum.
A conversion of spectral data to absorbance by the -log10(reflectance) [8] (AB-log) was also included as pre-treatment (Table 1) ( Figure 3 ). The second approach was the techniques of dimensionality reduction of spectral covariates, such as Stepwise Algorithm by the Akaike information criteria (stepAIC) which removed 1851 from 2150, keeping only 299 covariates. The second technique was the Removal of High Correlated Covariates (RHCC) by correlation matrix approach removing 480 covariates from the dataset keeping 1686.
Seeking for error in the dataset, we also tested the removal outliers with a Principal Component Analyses Location (PCAL), by removing samples located outside of the standard deviation distance of five percent, which removed 10 samples. A similar approach was used by [15] that accesses the model performance before and after removing the outlier samples.
The best results from the two approaches were combined then reapplied in the algorithms. For example, after apply SVG we performed IRF4 over the result of SVG and vice-versa giving SVG-1-2-11+IRF4; IRF4+SVG-1-2-11 as Table 1 . Also was identified noise, which was removed by Noise Removal (350-433 nm) (NR), it was visually identified in the spectral graphs as the initial (83) wavelengths of IRF4 curve ( Figure 3 ).
The dataset (wet chemistry laboratory and spectral combined) was randomly sorted once to avoid biased K-folds selection on the cross-validation approach. Then it was submitted to each pre-treatments and techniques, as defined in Table 1 . The data from wet chemistry remained unchanged, in other words, it was not treated or converted in any sort of method, only the spectral data. As a reference the raw data (with no treatment) was also computed across the models. Reflectance by a Factor of 10 4 (brown); Inverse of Reflectance by a Factor of 10 4 (light green). Each curve fits in its own y (reflectance) scale.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
The initial development of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) was done [36] in 1958, and it was revised by the 80 and 90 decades. In a literature review [8] it was shown that ANN was not commonly applied for prediction of soil properties. PLSR is largely used instead, and Middle Infrared (MIR) is more common in soil analysis than Vis-NIR. One of the first applications of ANN for prediction of soil properties prediction [13] used different bandwidths, 10, 20 50 and 100 nm. In this study, the ANN algorithm was performed with the dataset scaled between zero (0) and one (1) . After that, the predicted data was converted to the original scale to perform the validation. The ANN consists of input data hidden layer (which can be one or more) and output layers. In this case, the hidden layers were defined as a combination of 4 hidden layers containing 13-8-5-3 neurons. In this arrangement every neuron was linked with all neurons of the next layer, but no linkage with others neurons in the same layer ( Figure 4 ).
To train the models, soil and spectral data with the respective pre-treatments and covariate selection were added to the network. This process allows the system to build itself a weighted connection balanced for the prediction. To perform the prediction, the last validation K-fold form dataset was injected in the model giving the predicted data, and it was assessed. 
Random Forest (RF)
Random Forest (RF) algorithm [37] is based on regression and classification trees, where it builds various regression or classification trees with bootstrap sampling (one third) on the input covariates and internal validation called out of bag (OOB) [15, 19, 38] . The model presents the average of estimative among the trees for attributes prediction and more voted classes for soil types or properties. As for ANN and other algorithms, soil and covariate data (spectral data) were used to train the RF models, and to get the best models, the parameters were adjusted and optimized.
Partial Least-squares Regression (PLSR)
Partial least squares regression (PLSR) is a multivariate regression technique widely considered for a large number of applications in several fields such as spectral analysis of food, agricultural products [39] , spectral study of soils [8] . PLSR establish the relation between highly collinear multi-dimensional predictor variables and the tested variable, in this sense, it selects the orthogonal factors to maximize the covariance between predictor and response variables [15] . The parameters used were the number of components to be considered when determining the global minimum in the cross-validation curve 30, and the method as "oscorespls".
Cubist (CB)
Cubist (CB) is a rule-based model as an extension of model tree M5 [40] it equates the need for accurate prediction against requirements of comprehensibility. The performance of CB has been proved superior to other machine learning techniques, also it is simpler to understand since it is based in regression trees [41, 42] . The CB follows four steps [41] : i) separation of data to grow a complete tree; ii)
creation of a regression model at each node to prepare to prunin and prediction; 3) prunin the tree to evade overfitting problem; 4) smoothing the tree to obfuscate the discontinuities limits caused by the splitting.
Models performance assessment, cross-validation approach
The dataset was split in 10 K-folds to perform cross validation. Across the 11 pre-treatments, 2 reduction of data dimensionality techniques, PCAL, raw data (no spectral pre-treatment) for the 4 machine learning models (ANN, RF PLSR and CB), and 10 soil properties, a total of 600 models were performed. Considering the models for each of the 10 K-fold performed, we have a total of 6,000 models.
To evaluate the performance of prediction models, the root mean squared error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R²) and the ratio of performance to deviation (RPD) were calculated over the average of the K-folds. The coefficients were calculated as an average across the K-folds. RPD is given by the ratio of standard deviation to the RMSECV (root mean square error of cross-validation) or RMSEP (root mean square error of prediction) between measured and predicted values [43] . Three classes of RPD are defined, where RPD>2 are the models that can predict well the soil property in analyze, RPD between 1.4 and 2 as an intermediate, and RPD<1.4 with no prediction ability [9, 43] . The models were assessed essentially by the R², RMSE and RPD.
Software
The software used to proceed the spectral reading was the Rs3Ⓡ.
The data processing and predictions were proceeding with R [44] . With the packages: base [45] and dplyr [46] for data manipulation; rstudioapi [47] to automatically set working directory; caret [48] to find high correlated covariates; prospectr [49] to visualize spectral data and apply pre-treatments such as Savitzky-Golay and continuum removal; randomForest [50] for Random Forest, Cubist [42, 51] for Cubist, pls [52] for PLSR and neuralnet [53] for ANN predictor algorithms; MASS [54] for stepAIC application; ithir [55] for metrics; RColorBrewer [56], hexbin [57] , grid [58] , and ggplot2 [59] for graphs;
DMwR [60] for unscale the data after ANN; and stringr [61] to access the results.
Results

Laboratory measured soil properties
The summary statistics for the soil properties measured using conventional chemistry methods are present in the Table 3 and Figure 5 . 
Assessment of the models
To evaluate the performance of prediction models, the root mean squared error (RMSE), coefficient of determination (R²) and ratio of performance to deviation (RPD) were calculated over the average of the K-folds. From the 600 models, the best model associated with the best pre-treatment, was the CB for TC with R² of 0.85, RPD of 2.87 (highest), followed by PLSR for N with R² of 0.82 and RPD of 2.65, and RF for Al with R² of 0.54 and RPD of 1.54 (Table 4 ). For contents of TC, Al, N, pH the RF presented the best association among the pretreatments giving the best results in 36 cases, compared to 21 cases for CB, 3 for PLSR, and none (0) for ANN. For pH values the pre-treatments significantly increased the performance bringing the R² from 0.096 to 0.36, followed by Al from 0.36 to 0.54. In general, the best pre-treatment was IRF4, SVG-1-2-11 and their combination with NR ( Table 5 ). The AB-log was more favorable to TC with a slightly improvement for N and Al values.
The reduction of dimensionality technique was favorable in the case of pH values, with an improvement for Al, but not substantial in all cases. The stepAIC with only 299 wavelengths (covariates) still performed satisfactorily when considered the fact it is using only 14 % of all spectral data. As observed for the N values, in some cases, some pre-treatments decrease the performance of the model, like CR for TC ( Table 5 ). The validation graphs of the properties Al, H, K, Mg, N, P, pH and TC can be observed in the Figure 6 , following the models and pre-treatments of Table 4 . The 600 models are presented as supplementary materials (Table A1 ). Table 4 .
Discussion
The best predicted soil property was the TC, with R² 0.85, RMSE 1.96, Bias -0.04 and RPD of 2.87 ( Figure 6 ). The other properties showed Bias close to zero with the exception of P with 0.137. From the dimensionality reduction (Table 5 ) the RHCC, and specially stepAIC demonstrated that the spectral resolution is not the main driver to improve the prediction of soil properties, which is in agreement with [9] , but it still allowed the models to reach R² 0.8, RMSE 2.26, Bias -0.052 and RPD 2.47 for TC with CB model ( Table 4 ). In addition, the RHCC and stepAIC reduced processing time, thus machine power consumption. CR was similar to RF giving R² 0.81, RMSE 2.30, Bias 0.026 and RPD of 2.44. Differently from [15] the removal of outliers did not improve the prediction; however, it may make a difference in large databases. The PCAL with 5% removed still provided satisfactory results with R² 0.79 and RPD of 2.33.
The Sawitzky-Golay filter improved the prediction of Al, K, Mg, P and pH [12, 35] , with the setting of SVG-1-2-11 providing higher coefficients in comparison with SVG-1-2-9. The application of IRF4 benefitted the models and increased the results in 6 of the 8 predicted properties of the Table 4 , which are Al, H, K, N, P, and TC.
Close predictions of TC were obtained with ANN and with a bandwidth of 10 nm [13] , and the bandwidth had a role in the prediction capacity. Although, the machine learning such as RF and CB showed good prediction capacity, the results using ANN may be further improved with a larger dataset.
A review of methods and results [8] show better prediction values [62] in which organic carbon in the VIS-NIR region have a R² of 0.89 using PLSR that is widely applied in the literature. In this study we found, overall, that the Cubist model and Random Forest presented the best prediction capacity for TC.
Despite of internal machine learning algorithms variances, the random selection data for calibration/validation the models can produce slightly to considerable different results among the folds, as observed in the properties TC, P, and K (Tables 6). Larger datasets can have this effect dissipated. In the sense of managing the data variability within the dataset, the K-fold cross validation presented consistent coefficients (Tables 4 and 5 ), since they are given by the average of the coefficients across the folds. Inside the folds (Tables 6) it is possible to observe the models performed very different for each folder. Figure 7 shows the spectral plot of IRF4 K-folds from 1 to 7 and 9 to 10 (orange), with folder 8 illuminated in blue. The spectral behavior of fold 8 show less heterogeneity (from 950 to 2150 nm) which points to a better prediction for P, K inside fold 8 with the machine learning algorithms. 
Conclusions
With the usage of Vis-NIR and the prediction algorithms ANN, RF, PLSR, CB, the soil properties TC and N presented the best prediction capacity, followed by H and Al.
As for the pre-treatments, each soil property has the prediction potential increased from a specific spectral pre-treatment. In this way, globally SVG spectral increased the potential of prediction, although, IRF4 outperformed the SVG. The combination of both with NR also showed good response from the algorithms. For some pre-treatment to soil properties, such as CR for TC and IRF4 for N, the pretreatments decreased the potential of prediction. Without spectral pre-treatment (on raw spectral data), the CB model showed the best prediction capacity, followed by and RF.
IRF4 was the best pre-treatment for N values when combined with NR. And IRF4 was the best for TC (R² 0.85), also rises the prediction of H, both using CB. Succeeding by PLSR for N, and RF for Al.
The most present algorithm among the higher predicted values was RF (5 out of 8).
The K-fold cross validation provides reliable coefficients indicators. The spectral data heterogeneity within the K-folds tend to decrease with the larger datasets, rising the prediction capacity.
Considering that soil carbon is an indicator of soil health, quality and degradation, the results obtained from the applied techniques are relevant for the Itatiaia National Park management plan, and also to similar environments. Those techniques have potential for predicting soil properties in other areas of Atlantic Forest and mountainous landscape, and they are especially important in regions with limited access. The good correlation with Vis-NIR techniques allows for future monitoring of soil properties, such as organic carbon, by using remote sensing tools.
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